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Boredom is a topic worth studying, especially the impact of boredom on college students' study is 
worthy of further study. This research explained the related concepts of boredom firstly. According to 
the research content of previous researchers, boredom was divided into external influences and 
internal influences. The researcher also combined the 4 variables of boredom and college students' 
learning attitude, academic achievement and college students' behavior to explore their relationship. 
The researcher hope that this kind of relationship can provide advice to educators that will affect 
college students from different aspects and help college students improve their academic achievement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Boredom is a negative emotion experience that human 
beings produce in their daily lives because of lack of 
activity and loss of interest, which have been identity by 
Zhou et al. (2012). In addition, the modern environment is 
characterized by repetition and repression. In this 
environment, people will experience the feeling of 
boredom more frequently (Britton and Shipley, 2010; 
Carroll et al., 2010). Tze (2011) find out that 40% of 
students are bored in class according to a self-reported 
questionnaire. Eastwood et al. (2007) reported that 51% 
of teenagers are very easy to be bored. These researches 
indicate that boredom becomes a common phenomenon 
among college students.  

Besides, boredom could lead to some negative effects 
and psychological problems. Boredom is considered a 
subjective  experience  which  consists  of  cognition  and 

feeling aspects (Hill and Perkins, 1985). Boredom is also 
mentioned in flow model by Csikszentmihalyi (1997), it is 
experienced when perceived challenges are below 
actor‟s average of challenge and skills are approaching 
the average skill. 

From multiple perspectives, such as emotion, pathology, 
cognition, and meaning, the effects of boredom have 
been studied. Most of the reason why students drop out 
from school comes from negative emotions – boredom, 
especially for middle school students (Wegner et al., 
2008). Belton and Priyadharshini (2007) define that 
boredom is associated to antisocial behavior and „school 
failure‟ (588), and even stimulate individuals to generate 
new thinking or action. Boredom can practically stand for 
danger causes, especially in young students (Britton and 
Shipley, 2010).  The result of  their  research  shows  that 
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people reflecting boredom has more suicidal thoughts. 
From the perspective of cognition, the researchers think 
that boredom is associated with individual cognitive 
failure and lack of attention. Therefore, boredom has 
become an important factor affecting the mental health of 
college students. Only by correctly understanding the 
boredom can an effective strategy be developed to help 
modern people solve various physical and psychological 
problems caused by boredom.  

In this context, this paper presents a literature review 
on boredom and related concepts. In addition, the 
researcher put forward his own ideas about boredom 
affecting students' academic achievement: educators can 
change students' boredom state by affecting students' 
learning attitudes (from internal and external factors), and 
finally affect students' academic achievement. 
 
 
BOREDOM 
 
The concept of boredom 
 
Ordinary, people know boredom in the role of a negative 
emotion, which composed of irritating, tedious, slow 
response, and listless. Mikulas and Vodanovich (1993) 
attribute boredom to a shortage inspire from the external 
environment and the individual‟s sentiment of 
despondency. Researchers in different fields have 
defined different aspects of boredom.  
 
 
Boredom syndrome 
 
The word syndrome was originally a medical term 
produced by Maslow (1954) based on the overall 
dynamics of the term, which refers to a complex of 
multiple symptoms. Boredom syndrome refers to a 
person who shows a sense of burnout for a long time, 
has no psychological strength, boring, emptiness, 
depression, and other psychological characteristics. This 
group of people showed escapism, listlessness, 
indifference to learning and work, inability to find value of 
their existence, dissatisfaction with anything, and 
distance from others for a certain period time.   

Researchers in the United States and Japan have 
studied boredom syndrome. Walters (1961) published a 
report on student apathy. Among the students he tutored, 
a group of people showed a phenomenon of apparent 
decline. The specific performance was that these 
students that had partial retreat reactions were not 
interested in class, and even refused to go to school. 
Kasahara (1978) also find that many students have such 
symptoms in cases of student counseling, he believes 
this is a new, apathy syndrome to retreat as the main 
manifestation of withdrawal neurosis. 

Boredom syndrome usually has obvious external 
behaviors   and   emotional   manifestations,    which   are 

 
 
 
 
present in terms of cognition, emotion, will and behavior. 
For instance, in cognition, they show self-centered and 
lack of observation; in terms of emotions, boredom 
individuals often report emptiness, loneliness, and more 
negative emotions; in the will, they always escape from 
reality and do not have responsibility; in behavior, there is 
no enthusiasm for learning and work, even avoiding 
people. These conditions have negative impacts on the 
physical and mental development of the individual.  
 
 
Boredom proneness 
 
Boredom proneness is a relatively long-lasting, personally 
different and stable, mainly caused by intrinsic motivation. 
From an individual perspective, boredom tendencies are 
likely to be closely related to certain personality traits. 
The current view is that boredom proneness mainly 
includes external stimulation and internal stimulation 
(Vodanovich et al., 2005). External stimulation refers to 
the inclination of individuals to pursue novelty and 
internal stimulation is the tendency to keep them 
comfortable while being interested in something.  

When developing the Boredom Proneness 
Questionnaire for college students, the researchers 
discover that individuals with high boredom proneness 
are more likely to perceive environmental stimulation as 
monotonous and constrained, so they tend to use online 
games to seek freshness and freedom (Huang et al., 
2010). People who have high boredom proneness will 
have the following characteristics: often experience 
strong loneliness, depression and tension; easy 
distraction during work or study, and low psychological 
well-being; lack of intrinsic motivation, large demand for 
the external environment, poor autonomy (Farmer and 
Sundberg, 1986). 
 
 
Boredom state 
 
Some researchers think that boredom can be divided into 
state-based boredom and trait-type boredom: state-
based boredom which caused by specific situations, such 
as monotonous repetitive work or declining interest, is 
temporary; trait boredom, however, is long-lasting, even 
without tedious works (Belton and Priyadharshini, 2007; 
Musharbash, 2007). State-boredom, also known as 
responsive boredom or irritating boredom, is an 
experience of the individual, which leads to such 
boredom if they have no interest in external stimulation or 
cognitive skills. Early research on boredom was mainly 
directed at people who were forced to engage in 
monotonous work, such as young workers on the factory 
assembly lines (O‟Hanlon, 1981). This state-boredom is 
similar to mental fatigue and sleep state (Gosline, 2007). 
Similar research boredom susceptibility represents „an 
aversion  to  repetition,  routine,   and   dull   people,   and  



 
 
 
 
restlessness when things are unchanging‟ (Zuckerman et 
al., 1978:140). While, trait boredom is a state of mind with 
personal differences also known as chronic boredom or 
indifferent boredom. It is close to the range of expression 
of boredom proneness.  
 
 
Boredom in leisure 
 
Leisure boredom means the individual cannot experience 
sufficient satisfaction in leisure activities and cannot get 
the subjective feeling of appropriate awakening (Han, 
2012).When individuals are in leisure boredom, this state 
will be accompanied by negative emotions and cognition, 
lack of perceived relaxation participation, insufficient level 
of involvement, and no excitement, change and novel 
feelings. When an individual perceives that he/she is in 
comfortable but does not receive feedback, it will create a 
sense of leisure boredom. Leisure boredom will lead to 
the individual's participation in leisure activities, feeling 
meaningless, hopeless and frustrated. 
 
 
Boredom in psychotherapy 
 
In psychotherapy, boredom can occur between patients 
and therapists. For example, patients who talk to their 
feelings or seek opinions can be bored to therapist who is 
primarily an analytical therapist (Altshul, 1977). Similarly, 
when the therapist ignores emotional communication with 
the patient, the therapist will produce boredom emotion, 
and feel that now is in the „lay waste of powers‟ (534), 
besides that, „what factors intrinsic to the therapeutic 
situation itself predispose the therapist to specific 
responses of boredom‟ (534). In addition, there are macro 
boredom and micro boredom in psychotherapy. Macro 
boredom is caused during a course of treatment, and its 
essence is „a malignant countertransference neurosis‟ 
(535). Micro boredom, however, appears more frequently. 
For example, when the therapist is at work, his attention 
suddenly shifts from the patient's confession to other 
things.  

It can be seen that for the definition of boring, the 
previous researches involve a wide range and cannot 
give a definition of recognition, clarity and operability. 
 
 
The interpretation model of boredom 
 
Two-factor model 
 
In the process of studying boredom, the researcher found 
that most of the initial researches were similar to 
O‟Hanlon (1981), emphasizing those monotonous 
activities caused boredom. For the current research, this 
view is not comprehensive enough, so researchers have 
proposed a two-factor model. It is found in a survey 
managed by Ahmed (1990). He marks the factor which 
shows  „a  lack  of  interest  in  the  environment‟  (964)  is 
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„apathy‟ (964), and the other factor is inattention. In a 
subsequent study, Vodanovich et al. (1997) use a scale to 
measure boredom in African American college students. 
The factor analysis detects that the scale was divided into 
eight dimensions, which can be summarized as internal 
simulation and external simulation. Gana and Akremi 
(1998) conducted boredom measurements of French 
college students and older people, and data analysis 
marks boredom as internal stimulation and external 
stimulation. 

Gordon et al. (1997) supervise the boredom 
measurements of undergraduate students and workers in 
Australia and spot that boredom consisted of two factors, 
namely, inability to produce interesting activities (internal 
stimulation) and „the perception of low environmental 
stimulation‟ (Vodanovich et al., 2005:296) (external 
stimulation). In summary, these studies have verified that 
boredom is composed of two factors. 
 
 
Five-factor model 
 
Except the two-factor model, the five-factor model is also 
well known. Vodanovich and Kass (1990) propose this 
model when do factor analysis. Five-factor is 
comprehended to external stimulation, internal 
stimulation, affective responses, perception of time, and 
constraint. They perform a factor analysis on BPS, and 
the results show that the items in the scale can be 
divided into five dimensions. External stimulation 
„assesses the need for sensation seeking‟ (118), which 
the main influencing factors depend on the stimulation of 
the external environment. This dimension illustrates some 
of the characteristics of boredom tendencies associated 
with the outside world. Internal stimulation is related to 
the individual's own internal needs. It involves their 
entertainments and how to amuse themselves. The third 
dimension, affective responses, is related to emotions in 
which mainly correlated to boredom. Perception of time is 
the individual's perception and control of time in a 
boredom state. The fifth-dimension constraint, which 
mainly reflects the individual's reaction in the case of 
waiting, for instance, a person may respond 
uncomfortably because of the need to wait, or a person is 
very patient while waiting.  

These two models actually have similarities. The two-
factor model expands the concept of external stimulation 
and internal stimulation, categorizing the other three 
dimensions of the five-factor model as internal and 
external stimuli. 
 
 
Previous researches on boredom 
 
Boredom and attention 
 
In the past, researchers have emphasized the close 
relationship   between   boredom   and    attention    when  
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Figure 1. HEXACO model. H represents Honesty-
Humility, E represents Emotionality, X represents 
Extraversion, A represents Agreeableness, C represents 
Conscientiousness, and O represents Openness to 
Experience. 
Source: Lee et al. (2004). 

 
 
 
defining boredom. Some researchers have introduced 
Continuous Performance Task (CPT) into the study to 
measure whether the subject responds to the stimulus. 
This method requires the subject to respond only to the 
target stimulus after the detection stimulus appears. If the 
probe stimulus does not appear before the target 
stimulus, the subject responds as an error. 

Hamilton et al. (1984) detect that because this test 
requires participants to focus on the stimulus for a long 
time, he/she experiences more boredom, so individuals 
with high boredom tendencies are more prone to errors. 
Cheyne et al. (2009) examined college students' attention 
deficits and spots that attention deficits improved the 
boredom index. Danckert and Allman (2005) compare the 
perception of time in healthy individuals with varying 
degrees of boredom proneness and discover that 
individuals with high boredom tendencies are more likely 
to distract and overestimate time. 
 
 
Boredom and personality traits 
 
From an individual perspective, boredom is inclined to be 
closely related to personality traits. Early research on 
monotonous work has shown that extroverts seem to be 
more likely to be bored, and their demand for external 
stimuli is stronger than that of introverts. Culp (2006) 
uses the HEXACO Personality Inventory (HEXACO-PI; 
Lee and Ashton, 2004) to explore the boredom tendency 
(there is the HEXACO model in Figure 1). The results 
show that external  stimulation  is  significantly  negatively 

correlated with honesty-humility, stable emotionality and 
conscientiousness. While the internal stimulation shows a 
positive relationship with extraversion, agreeable and 
openness. Another study has pointed out that boredom 
experiences are associated with lower self-fulfillment, life 
goals, and narcissism (Vodanovich, 2003). 
 
 
Boredom and negative emotion 
 
Like emotions such as anger and anxiety, boredom can 
be seen as a specific emotion. According to Pekrun 
(2006), achievement emotions are described as affective 
related to achievement end results. In the nine aspects of 
achievement emotion (including enjoyment, hope, pride, 
relief, anger, anxiety, shame, hopelessness, and 
boredom), researchers pay more attention to anxiety, and 
other types of achievement emotions are ignored, 
especially boredom. Camacho-Morles et al. (2019) find 
that adolescents in computer-based collaborative 
problem-solving activities are obtained those low-capable 
students in math experienced more anger and boredom. 
Clinically, boredom and depression, anxiety, is very 
similar in performance, but the result of psychological 
measurements shows they are different. Clinically, 
boredom and depression, anxiety is very similar, but the 
results obtained by psychometrics show that they are 
different in essential. 

Farmer and Sundberg (1986) thinks that boredom is 
different from other negative emotions in terms of traits 
and  intensity.  Boredom  is less intense than depression.  

 
 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
From the environment, boredom is caused by a static 
environment. As well, Eastwood et al. (2007) find that 
individuals with high boredom tendencies have the 
characteristics of alexithymia, their ability to recognize 
and describe emotions is low, and their perception of the 
external environment is lower than the population who do 
not have boredom proneness.  

Therefore, the state of boredom is very complicated. In 
this study, the researcher will define two aspects of 
boredom: boredom is divided into boredom caused by 
external stimuli and boredom caused by internal stimuli. 
The boredom duration of external stimuli is short, and it is 
a passive state, which is related to the external 
environment and stimulus; the boredom caused by 
internal stimuli belongs to the essential characteristics of 
the individual, and the duration is relatively long and 
stable. Once an individual can clearly understand the 
nature of boredom, people can think about ways to 
eliminate boring and achieve their own goals, especially 
in education. 
 
 
Measurement 
 
Previous researchers have designed some boredom 
scales based on their research fields and objects. This 
study introduces the scales that are often used in some 
studies. 
 
 
Boredom proneness scale 
 
The Boredom Proneness Scale (BPS) is a self-reported 
scale compiled by Framer et al. (1986), with a total of 28 
items. The initial version was a true-false answer for each 
item and was later revised to the Likert 7-point scale by 
Vodanovich et al. (1990). It is currently the most widely 
used and most complete scale in the study of boredom 
variable. But it also has shortcomings. When many 
researchers use BPS data for factor analysis, there are 
cases where the dimensional structure is inconsistent. On 
the other hand, it is instability that led researchers to 
discover the two-factor model and the five-factor model. 
Later, Vodanovich et al. (2005) revised the BPS into 12 
questions, divided into two dimensions of external 
stimulation and internal stimulation, and tested the 
employees of 787 companies, which proved that the 
theoretical model was established. The results of Huang 
et al. (2010) also support this theoretical model, but the 
difference is that they get the second-order model of the 
model, including six second-order factors: monotonicity, 
loneliness, tension, restraint, creativity and self-control.  
 
 
Boredom proneness questionnaire for college 
students 
 
The   Boredom   Proneness   Questionnaire   for   College 
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Students (Huang et al., 2010) is specifically for 
measuring college students‟ boredom proneness. It has 
two dimensions which is mentioned in the research by 
Vodanovich et al. (2005): internal stimulation (including 
self-control and creativity) expresses boredom intrinsic 
motivation and the ability of individual; and external 
stimulation, including monotonicity, loneliness, tension, 
and restraint, expresses boredom tendencies to external 
features and the resulting emotions and behaviors. In this 
questionnaire, monotony is the most important factor 
affecting students‟ boredom. Also, to reach this 
conclusion: Vodanovich et al. (1997) indicate that the 
rumpus is an important factor causing individuals‟ 
boredom; Ahmed (1990) argues that monotony leads to 
an individual's lack of interest. In addition, the two 
dimensions of monotonicity and restraint also reflect the 
perception of environmental stimuli by highly boredom 
proneness people. However, there are only two items in 
this dimension of creativity, which may lead to a decrease 
in the reliability of the dimension when the researcher 
uses it. 
 
 
Learning-related boredom scale  
 
This scale is a subscale related to boredom emotion in 
the Achievement Emotions Questionnaire (AEQ; Pekrun 
et al., 2002, 2011). There are 8 items in total and using 
the Likert 5-point scale for the subjects to choose. 
Academic boredom is an emotion associated with 
academic activities or academic achievement. 
 
 
The boredom susceptibility scale  
 
To evaluate boredom in experience, researcher complied 
a scale named the Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS; 
Zuckerman, 1979). In this scale, the most widespread 
one is the subscale named the Boredom Susceptibility 
Scale (BS; Zuckerman, 1979). Each of its items has two 
opposite options for the participants to make a choice. 
There are two versions of the BS, Form IV and Form V 
(Zuckerman, 1979). The commonly used version is BS 
Form V, which has 10 items, distinct with Form IV which 
has 18 items, each item has two options, and the 
member who has invited to the survey chooses one of 
the two options. But this scale can only measure one 
aspect of boredom (caused by lack of environmental 
stimulation). Still, this scale is one of the most basic 
measures to calculate boredom emotions. 
 
 
Other boredom scales 
 
Single-item measure is a method of measuring boredom 
that was used by researchers (Shaw et al., 1996). But 
this method is difficult to achieve desirable levels of its 
reliability  and  validity,  so  it   was   not   often   used   by  
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Figure 2. The ABC theory of emotion in this study. 
Source: Author. 

 
 
 
researchers in the 1990s.  

There are some scales to measuring boredom in 
different fields. The Job Boredom Scale (JBS; Grubb, 
1975) is used to measure boredom when working or 
boredom according to a job. It has two subscales, but it 
does not give the reliability by the author. Another scale 
for boredom in job is Lee‟s Job Boredom Scale (LJBS; 
Lee, 1986). These two scales primarily assess the 
boredom of monotonous or repetitive work and both of 
them show that boredom is negatively significant with job 
satisfaction. However, in terms of applications, few 
researchers pay attention to these two scales. 

Although the focus of the two scales is on the boredom 
state of the working situation, more relevant research is 
needed to test the two scales and determine the scale in 
practical applications. If they get good proof, these two 
scales may become important questionnaires in job 
boredom (Hackman and Oldham, 1976).  

There are the Leisure Boredom Scale (LBS; Iso-Ahola 
and Weissinger, 1990) and the Free Time Boredom 
Scale (FTB; Ragheb and Merydith, 2001) for researchers 
to quantify boredom surge from free time. The LBS has 
16 items to test people‟s feeling in their free time and the 
FTB is mainly to measure boredom in leisure with 33 
items. These scales primarily measure how individuals 
jugged and utilize free time. Vodanovich (2003) points out 
this scale are better use on population who are jobless or 
stop working.  

The scale for clinical treatment is the Sexual Boredom 
Scale (SBS) compiled by Watt and Ewing (1996), which 
is used to measure the sexual boredom experience of 
individuals in daily life, mainly for clinical treatment and 
consultation. It has 18 items and uses a 7-point Likert 
scale.  

Judging from the existing boredom scales, the boredom 
variable has multiple dimensions. So, the researcher 
suggested that future boredom scales should take into 
account the various dimensions. 
 
 
Boredom as an important factor of performance 
 
Boredom is the cause of poor academic achievement. In 
this part, the researcher  shared  some  relevant  theories 

and research. Thus, the research hypothesis of this study 
is obtained. 
 
 
Theoretical basis: ABC Theory of Emotion 
 
There are many theories related to emotions. Breckler 
(1984) studied and summarized the views and opinions 
of previous researchers, and believes that the three 
factors of affection, behavior and cognition constitute 
attitudes, and these three factors have mutual mediator 
effects. Breckler‟s research perspective proves the ABC 
theory of emotion developed by Ellis (1957). Ellis (1957) 
believes that the root cause of the individual's bad 
emotions is not the induced event itself, but the 
individual's possession of the induced event. It is the 
basic content of emotional ABC theory. In this theory, A 
(Activating) represents an induced event; B (Belief) 
represents the individual's relevant beliefs about the 
event; C (Consequence) represents the individual's 
psychological emotions and corresponding behaviors in 
the event. The individual's belief in the event actually 
symbolizes the individual's attitude towards the event. 
Human‟s emotions are not caused by a certain induced 
event itself. The generation of emotions requires a 
process in which stimuli cause individual beliefs and 
ultimately emotions. In addition, the individual itself will 
directly generate a certain emotion because of an event 
similar to the previous experience (Figure 2). In this 
study, the origin of emotions is stimulation, which is an 
external condition and is outside the scope of this study. 
Next, the researcher introduced the relationship between 
the three variables for attitude, emotion (specifically 
boredom) and behavior. 
 
 
Boredom and attitude  
 
Attitude is a learning tendency that is influenced by past 
experience. Primary school students' poor learning 
attitudes (such as attitudes toward assignments) can lead 
to negative emotions that affect their academic 
achievement (Shang and Qu, 2019). Poor learning 
attitudes are  an important factor in the negative emotions  

 
Figure2. The ABC theory of emotion in this study 



 
 
 
 
of students with poor grades (Yu and Dong, 2005). 
 
  
Boredom and behavior  
 
Boredom as a negative emotion is often associated with 
problematic behavior, also known as social maladaptive 
behavior. For example, binge eating, gambling, 
alcoholism, drug abuse, television or internet addiction. 
Zhu et al. (2019) conducted a survey of 615 college 
students and expose that students with high boredom 
tendencies are more likely to become addicted to the 
Internet. Besides, negative emotions reduce the 
frequency of positive behavior. Negative emotions can 
affect employees' work behaviors, minimize their work 
behavior and increase their deviate behavior (Rodell and 
Judge, 2009). Patterson and Pegg (1999) have detected 
that high boredom minors (especially males) have a 
tendency to alcoholism. This group of people is at higher 
risk of depression and who are more likely to commit 
suicide. 

Wegner et al. (2006) inquiry the relationship between 
casual boredom and risk behavior and obtain a significant 
positive correlation between the two parts. 
 
 
Attitude and behavior  
 
Attitudes and behaviors are closely related, which has 
been proposed by Indoshi et al. (2010). They believe that 
attitude cannot be expressed directly, but it can be 
demonstrated through one's behavior. In their study, they 
used art and design courses to measure five groups of 
students and find that students would abandon the 
course in the state of negative emotions or ignore the 
existence of the course. A positive attitude helps to form 
good behavior, while a negative attitude can lead to 
inappropriate behavior (Lee et al., 2015). The negative 
attitudes of college students can easily lead them to 
make some negative choices. In addition to affecting 
students' behavior in learning, this kind of negative 
attitude also affects their behavior during internships and 
even work (Eymard and Douglas, 2012; Ferrario et al., 
2007).  

From that, the researchers proposed that learning 
attitude of college students can affect one‟s boredom, 
boredom can affect their behavior, and learning attitude 
can influence students‟ learning. 
 
 
The relationship between the other factors 
 
Boredom and academic achievement: Studies have 
shown that boredom, or emotions can affect academic 
achievement. Wenemark et al. (2011) point out those 
negative emotions can affect an individual's academic 
achievement. Malekzadeh et al. (2015). 
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introduce the intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) in the 
study, which can generate more positive emotions and 
produce better learning performance. It is because that 
artificial intelligence technology can adjust students' 
emotional state to match learning conditions, students will 
produce good performance (Jaques and Vicari, 2007). 
Once students have negative emotions (such as 
boredom) then performance will decline. So, this study 
proposed that boredom will negatively affect academic 
achievement.  
 
Attitude and academic achievement: Learning attitude 
is the internal reaction tendency of learners to affirmative 
or negative long-term learning. Yukselturk et al. (2018), 
mention that beliefs and attitudes are two important 
factors that influence academic achievement. There are 
studies that prove that learning attitudes can significantly 
predict that students‟ academic achievement. Wang and 
Che (2005) conducted a study of 122 undergraduate 
students, and the results reveal that learning attitudes 
and academic achievement are positively correlated. The 
better the student's learning attitude is the better 
academic achievement he/she will achieve. In the nursing 
profession, negative attitudes will affect the academic 
achievement of college students (Lee et al., 2015). 
Muñoz et al. (2016) discover that student's attitudes can 
influence their future academic achievement and it is also 
the major to generating emotions.  

Therefore, the researchers proposed that learning 
attitude of college students can positively affect academic 
achievement. 
 
Behavior and academic achievement: The behavior of 
college students is significantly related to their academic 
achievement. Wei et al. (2014) indicate that multi-tasking 
behavior of mobile phones (including making calls, 
sending messages, browsing the websites, playing 
games, browsing social networking sites such as 
Facebook, etc.) will reduce the quality of lectures and 
affect academic achievement. The researchers Kuznekoff 
and Titsworth (2013) divided the students into three 
groups to organize experiments to control the frequency 
of their receiving messages. The results show that the 
test scores of students who did not receive the messages 
group are significantly higher than the other two groups.  

Thus, the researchers proposed that behavior of 
college students in learning can affect his/her academic 
achievement. 
 
 
Framework 
 
In order to study the influence of college students' boring 
emotions, the researcher combined the above research 
content to connect boredom; learning attitude, academic 
achievement and behavior, and draws the research 
framework of this study (Figure 3). According to theory of 
emotion,  college  student's attitude can affect their boring 
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Figure 3. Framework of this research. 
Source: Author. 

 
 
 
mood, and boredom can affect his/her academic 
achievement. Not only can that, learning attitude indirectly 
influence academic achievement through boredom. 
Similarly, the attitude of learning can affect the behavior 
of college students, and the behavior of college students 
can also affect their academic achievement. Learning 
attitude can indirectly influence his/her academic 
achievement through the behavior. In the process, 
boredom will also change the learning behavior of college 
students. 

Boredom state and behavior are two mediators of 
college students' learning attitude affecting academic 
achievement. 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Due to time and economic constraints, this study is only 
in the theoretical research stage. The research hypothesis 
made in this study can be verified by questionnaire 
survey in the future research. Learning attitude, boredom, 
and behavior have mature measurement scales that can 
be used by researchers. In terms of measuring academic 
achievement, past researchers often use the student‟s 
Grade Point Average (GPA) instead (Lavin, 1965; Pekrun 
et al., 2010).  

Based on an analysis of previous research literature, 
the researcher discovered a multi-intermediary model. 
Through this model, it can be known that the factors 
affecting the academic achievement of college school 
students  are  students‟  learning  attitude,  boredom  and 

learning behavior, and these three factors also affect 
each other. Therefore, the decline in college students' 
academic achievement may be due to students‟ poor 
learning attitude, and this negative attitude towards 
learning has led to boredom state, thus affecting 
academic achievement. Or the poor learning attitude 
leads to students' behaviors that are not conducive to 
learning, which leads to lower academic achievement. In 
the process, as an emotion, boredom can also lead 
students to do some behaviors that are not helpful to 
learning.  

In addition to explaining why students‟ academic 
achievement is lower, this model can also explain some 
of the phenomena of students with poor grades. On this 
basis, this study makes the following inferences: learning 
attitude of college students can affect one‟s boredom, 
boredom can affect their behavior, and learning attitude 
can influence students‟ learning. Other than this, 
boredom will negatively affect academic achievement, 
learning attitude of college students can positively affect 
academic achievement, and behavior of college students 
in learning can affect individuals‟ academic achievement.  

Therefore, thinking about improving college students' 
academic achievement or avoiding their lower scores can 
be considered from these aspects. In addition, teachers 
can use this model to think about whether they will make 
students bored during the teaching process. And when 
teachers design a teaching plan, they can make fun as a 
factor to consider. Encouraging students to take the 
initiative to learn, changing the boredom state of students 
from  external  stimuli,  and improving students' academic  

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
achievement, these should be bore in mind to each 
educator. 
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